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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a connected Hopf algebra of finite type over a field k. Then it is 
proved in Andre [I] that A* = UL, the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie 
algebra L, if and only if A is a Hopf algebra with divided powers. In [1] the 
concept of Lie coalgebras is introduced and the structure theorem above is 
proved and stated in its dual form. The main purpose of this paper is to prove 
this result directly. It is possible to give a short proof of the "if" part using a 
technique with derivations. This is done in Theorem 1. At the same time we 
prove that A is free as an algebra with divided powers, which extends the 
theorem of Leray ( cf. Milnor-Moore [3, p. 252]) to arbitrary characteristics. 
In [I] it is supposed that there are divided powers in each dimension if 
char(k) = 2. Since the author is interested in applications to the Ext and Tor 
algebras of a local ring we do not use this definition for char(k) = 2. Instead we 
are forced to introduce a slightly modified form of Lie algebras, which we call 
adjusted Lie algebras. If char(k) # 2 then an adjusted Lie algebra is simply 
an ordinary Lie algebra. 
We conclude the paper by getting the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, for 
adjusted Lie algebras, as a corollary to the fact that the dual of the enveloping 
algebra is a Hopf algebra with divided powers. 
NoTATIONs AND CoNVENTIONS 
In the sequel k will denote an arbitrary field. All vector spaces, tensor products 
and direct sums are over k. We shall use the following symbols, definitions and 
conventions. 
I. The sign # in a diagram means that the diagram commutes. 
2. In expressions for signs depending on variables given some degrees we 
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use the elements themselves to express the degrees, e.g., we write ( -l)a·b 
instead of ( -1 )deg(a) ·deg(b). 
3. The letter N denotes the set of natural numbers or a finite part of it. 
4. If X = EBf>o X; is a graded vector space of finite type then the Hilbert 
series Hx is the formal power series defined by Hx(z) = Ln>o (dimkXn)zn. 
If X 0 = 0 we let fix denote the formal power series defined by 
(1 + z2i-1)dimkx2i-1 
n < z) = n ---'-;-:,-'--~,-;:::-=---X . (1 _ z2i)dimkx2 i ~;?1 
Obviously Hx®Y = Hx • Hy and fixffiY = fix · fiY. 
5. · For a graded vector space X we put X+= E8;;;,1 X 2; and X_ = 
EB;>o X2i+1 • 
6. Suppose that X is a graded vector space. Then "x E X" always means 
that x is a homogeneous element of X, a basis of X means a homogeneous basis 
of X, etc. 
7. If X, Y are graded vector spaces then X ® Y is a graded vector space 
with (X ® Y)n = EBi+J=n X; ® Y 1 and Homk(X, Y) is a graded vector space 
with Homk(X, Y)n = TIH=n Homk(X; , Y 1) = the set of k-linear maps f: 
X-+ Y such that f(X;) C Yi-n . 
8. As for signs we use a strict sign convention. This means that as soon 
as we define anything by means of a formula we should multiply by a sign 
related to the re-ordering of elements. The meaning of this principle is explained 
in the sequel. Let x = (x1 , ... , xm) be a sequence of some elements, each of 
which is given a degree. Let a E S(m) and put a(x) = (xa-1(1) , ... , Xa-l(m))· Note 
that a(x) is obtained from x by moving the element in the ith place to the a(i)th 
place. It follows that (ar)(x) = a(r(x)) for a, r E S(m). We put E(a, x) = 
(-l)Ei<l,"!il>"lilz;·z;. It is obvious that E(r, a(x)) · E(a, x) = E(ra, x), which 
shows that any two sequences of re-orderings of x ending up in the same final 
ordering induces the same sign. This may be expressed by saying that all 
diagrams are sign-commutative. Then, to illustrate our principle, if f E 
Homk(X', X), g E Homk(Y, Y') we define Homk(f, g): Homk(X, Y)-+ Homk(X', 
Y') byHomk(f,g)(h) = (-l)'·<Y+h>g o h of= E(a(f,g, h))g o h of, where(u-1(1), 
u-1(2), u-1(3)) = (2, 3, I). It follows, by the above-mentioned principle of sign-
commutativity, that Homk(f',g') o Homk(f,g) = (-1)'·<t'H'l Homk(f o j', 
g' o g) iff' E Homk(X", X'), g' E Homk(Y', Y"). Note that, in accordance with 
the principle, we define the biduality map,\: X -. X**, where X* = 
Homk(X, k), by the formula ,\(x)(f) = (-1)"''' f(x). Similar considerations 
apply to other maps, e.g.,~: X*® X*-. (X® X)*. 
9. Let X be a graded vector space. Then Homk(X, X) is a Z-graded 
algebra with composition as product. If X 0 = k then we regard X* as imbedded 
in Homk(X, X) via k-+ X. 
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10. The commutator [,]in a graded algebra (meaning associative algebra) 
A is defined by [a, b] = a · b - ( -l)a·bb · a. We say that A is commutative 
if [ , ] = 0 and that it is strictly commutative if furthermore a2 = 0 for a E A_ . 
I I. A T-algebra A is a strictly commutative graded algebra with divided 
powers of elements in A+, satisfying the condition of [I, p. 19]. Note that we 
have the same definition if char(k) = 2, contrary to the case in [1]. We denote 
the exterior powers of x E A+ by x<n>. For any x E A let x<0> = 1 and x<U = x. 
If A is augmented, e.g., if A is connected, and IA is the augmentation ideal then 
we put DA = l 2A + Ln;;.2 kyn(A+), where Yn(x) = x<n>. If X is a graded 
vector space then TX denotes the free T-algebra on X. Note that Hrx = Hx. 
12. A Hopf T-algebra A is a Hopf algebra, which is also aT-algebra, such 
that L:l: A--* A@ A is a homomorphism ofT-algebras. Using the universal 
property of the functor r we see that if X is a graded vector space then there 
is a unique Hopf T-algebra structure on TX such that XC PTX (actually 
there is then equality, which is an easy consequence, e.g., of Theorem 1). The 
category of connected Hopf T-algebras (of finite type) will be denoted by 
HOPF (HOPFt). 
13. Let X be a graded vector space. Then T( X) is the free noncommutative 
algebra on X (the tensor algebra). 
I 4. An adjusted Lie algebra L is a graded vector space L with two struc-
tural maps 
L @L ~L of degree 0, 
L_ -~ L doubling the degree 
such that there is a monomorphism i: L--* A of graded vector spaces, where A 
is a graded algebra, satisfying 
and 
L@L~L 
i@il # li 
A@A--y;-y+A 
L_~L 
A ---+A 
- a--o).a 2 
If char(k) =/:- 2 then an adjusted Lie algebra is just an ordinary Lie algebra. 
With the usual commutator and square any graded algebra may be considered 
as an adjusted Lie algebra. As in the usual case there is an enveloping algebra 
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WL = TLjm., where m. is the ideal generated by elements [x,y]- <x,y) for 
x, y E L and x2 - K(x) for x E L_ . Note that L---+ WL is a monomorphism of 
adjusted Lie algebras. If X, Y are adjusted Lie algebras then so is X EB Y with 
<(x, y), (x', y')) = ( <x, x'), <y, y')) and K(x, y) = (Kx, KJ) and it follows by the 
universal property of W, that W(X EB Y)---+,., WX@ WY, where (x, y) ---+ 
x @ 1 + 1 @ y for x E X, y E Y. It also follows that WL is a Hopf algebra with 
diagonal Ll: WL __..Wd W(L EijL) ---+,., WL@ WL, where d(x) = (x, x) so that 
L C PWL. An adjusted Lie algebra is said to be connected if L0 = 0 and trivial 
if < , ) and K are 0. The category of connected adjusted Lie algebras of finite 
type is denoted by LIEf. Note that if Lis trivial then WL is just the free strictly 
commutative algebra on the graded vector space L so that if L E LIEf is trivial 
then HwL = fiL. If L is an adjusted Lie algebra then L# denotes the trivial 
adjusted Lie algebra with the same underlying graded vector space as L. 
DERIVATIONS AND THE STRUCTURE THEOREMS OF ANDRE 
DEFINITION. Let A be a F-algebra. Then f E Homk(A, A) is said to be a 
derivation on A ifj(xy) = J(x) · y + ( -l)h•x · J(y) andf(x<nl) = J(x) · x<n-1). 
The set of derivations on A is denoted by Der A. 
In the following Homk(A, A) is given an algebra structure via composition. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a r-algebra. Then Der A is a subadjusted Lie algebra of 
Homk(A, A). 
Proof. Let J, g E Der A. We have to prove that 
(a) [J,g] =Jog-(-l)!'YgojEDerA, 
(b) f2 E Der A if deg(f) is odd. 
(a) By direct computation we get [J, g](xy) = [J, g](x) · y + ( -l)<f+g)•xx · 
[!, g](y). Let x E A+. Then 
[!, g]x<nl = [!, g](x) · x<n-1> + (( -1)1·<w:>gx · Jx- ( -I)I·Y+g·(f+xljx • gx) · x<n-2> 
and the fact that A is commutative and deg(x) is even makes the last term vanish. 
Thus [!, g] E Der A. 
(b) Wehavef2(xy) =f2(x) ·y+((-I)I·<t+x> + (-l)!'"')fx ·Jyandthe 
last term vanishes since deg(f) is odd. 
Let x E A+. Then j2x<n> = j?(x) · x<n-1> + (-1)1·<f+x>Jx · fx · x<n-2> and 
fx · fx = 0 since deg(fx) is odd and A is strictly commutative. It follows that 
f2 E Der A and hence that Der A is an adjusted Lie algebra. 
The construction in the following lemma is basically the same one as in 
Gulliksen-Levin [2, p. 109]. 
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LEMMA 2. Let A E Hopfr and let for f E A* = Homk(A, k) 
v{j) = f: A~ A ®A~ A ® k = A 
Then, 
(a) A*---+" Homk(A, A) is an algebra-homomorphism (note that A* is always 
an algebra but not necessarily a Hopf algebra, unless A is of finite type); 
(b) v{f)/Adeg(t) = f; 
(c) v(f) E Der A -= f(DA) = 0; 
(d) PA* ={flf(DA) =0} is a subadjusted Lie algebra of A* and 
P A* ---+" Der A is a monomorphism of adjusted Lie algebras. 
Proof. (a) Let f, g E A* and consider the diagram 
A -"'".:~--+ A@A 
,j~ # ~1®.:1 
A®A~A@A@A 
# 1®1®1 l ~®U®f # 
A@k~A®A®k-----+A®k®k=A ~""1 l®U®l 
We have 
v(g)ov{j) = ({1 @g)oLI)o({1 @f)oLI) = i 
---+-
and 
-v(g ·f)= v((g ®f) o Ll) = {1 @g ®f) o {1 ® Ll) o Ll = ~ ~ 
whence v(g) o v{f) = v(g ·f). 
(b) This follows from the fact that Ll has a co-unit. 
(c) Suppose that f(DA) = 0. Then for x,y ElA 
j{xy) = (1 ®f) Ll(xy) = (1 ®f)(LI(x) · (y@ 1) + (x@ 1) Ll(y)) 
= (1 ®f) Ll(x) · (y ® 1) + (-I)N(x@ I)((I @f) Ll(y)) 
= j{x) · y + (-I{~~'x · j{y). 
Suppose that x E A+ and let Ll(x) = x ® I + I ® x + La.;;i.;;r x~ ® x~ . Then 
fx<n> = {1 ®f)(LI(x))<n> 
= (1 ®f) I 
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But, 
( , = n)(s) _ I 0 if x; , x; are of odd degree and s ~ 2 X; \C; X; -
xi" @ x;<s> if x; , x; are of even degree 
so it is sufficient to consider those terms for which s; = 0, 1 for 2 < i < r. It 
follows that 
jx<n> = f(x) . x<n-1) + L f(xi) . x<n-1) • x; 
= (1 @f) (x@ 1 + 1 @X+ L X~@ xr). (x<n-1)@ 1) = J(x). x<n-1>, 
3<;;i<;;r 
Now, suppose that v(f) E Der A. Then we have to show that f(DA) = 0. 
Let x, y E IA be such that xy E Adeg(t) . Then f(xy) = j{xy) = ]{x) · y + 
( -l)f·<~>x · j(y) = 0 since deg(x), deg(y) < deg(f). If x E A+ and n ~ 2 are 
such that x<n> E Adeg(t) then jx<n> = jx<n> = j(x) · x<n-I> = 0 by the same 
reason. Thus f(DA) = 0. 
(d) Let f,g EPA*. Then v(f,g] = [v(f), v(g)] E Der A and hence 
[!, g] EPA* according to (c). Similarly, iff EPA* is of odd degree thenf2 EPA*. 
Furthermore, v(f) = 0 implies that f = v(f)/Adeg(t) = 0, which shows that 
v: PA*-+ Der A is a monomorphism of adjusted Lie algebras. 
THEOREM 1. (a) Let A E HOPFr. Then any section of IA -+ IAJDA induces 
an isomorphism F(IAJDA) -+,_.A ofF-algebras. 
(b) If A E HOPFrt then PA * C A* induces an isomorphism WPA * -+!!., A* 
of Hopf algebras and HA = fiiAIDA. 
Proof. Let A E HOPFrt. By the universal property of W we get a homo-
morphism f3 of algebras as above. Since P A* C P A* this is also a homomorphism 
of Hopf algebras. Let IA = DA EB X as a graded vector space and let {x;}ieN, 
where N denotes the set of positive integers (or a finite part of it), be a homo-
geneous basis in X such that deg(x;) < deg(xi) implies that i < j. Consider 
the set m: of sequences r = (r;);eN of nonnegative integers such that ri = 0 for 
i > n(r) and such that r; = 0 or 1 if deg(x;) is odd. Order m: by letting r > r' 
if the last nonvanishing ri- r; > 0. Let/; E A* be given by f;(xi) = Sii and 
f;(DA EB k) = 0. For rEm: with n = n(r) we put x<r> = x~n> ··· xir1> and 
r = /~1 ... J:". We have v(fr) = v{f1Yl 0 ... 0 v(fnY" where the exponents now 
are with respect to composition. It follows that 
if r > r' 
if r = r' 
and in particular the same is true for rx<r'>. Now, suppose that Lre5S ArX(r) = 0, 
where m is a finite nonempty subset of m: and ,\r ¥= 0 for r Em. Let s be the 
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largest element in~. Then 0 = j• LrE~ A1 x<r) = A8 , which is a contradiction. 
Hence the x<r): s are linearly independent and since, by induction on the degree, 
it is seen that they generate A it follows that they constitute a basis for A. In 
particular XC A induces an isomorphism of F-algebras rx ~A, which 
proves (a) when A is of finite type. In the general case rx--.. A is an epimor-
phism by the same argument as above. To prove that it is a monomorphism it is 
enough to notice that any finite-dimensional vector space V C X is contained 
in a sub-Hopf F-algebra of finite type. Another possibility would be to repeat 
the former argument but now using a well-ordered basis. 
Now, let us turn to the proof of (b). According to the formula above {f'}rEm 
is expressed in the dual basis of {x<r)}rEm by a triangular matrix with 1 :sin the 
diagonal and hence {f'}rEm is a basis for A. In particular {f;};EN generates A* 
as an algebra. Since/; E FA* this implies that f5 is an epimorphism. By (a) 
HA* = HA = Hr(IAIDA) = HIAIDA = HpA* (this shows the formula in (b)) and 
hence it will suffice to show that HwPA• ~ HPA•. We prove that HwL ~ fiL 
for any L E LIEf. Filter WL by F 11 WL = the elements of WL that may be written 
as polynomials of degree ~pin elements ofL (the "Lie filtration"). Then E0WL 
with the total degree is a strictly commutative algebra generated by Ef,*WL = 
F1WLfF0WL = L and hence there is an epimorphism W(L#) ~x E0WL of 
algebras so that HwL = HEowL ~ Hwu = HL , which completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
We want to reverse the first part of (b) in the theorem, i.e., we want to show 
that (WL)* E HOPFrt if L E LIE'. We need some preliminary lemmas to 
prove this. 
DEFINITION. Let m:m.n be the set of sequences(£: = (C1 , ... , Cn), where 
(a) C; is a subsequence, possibly empty, of (1, ... , m). 
(b) The underlying subsets of the C; : s are disjoint and their union is 
{1, ... , m}. 
Let ~m.n be the set of sets !) = {C1 , ... , Cn}, where the C; : s satisfies (a) 
and (b) above. Note that we have a surjective mapping m:m,n ~ ~m.n given by 
<£ = (C1 , ... , Cn) ~ <!: = {C1 , ... , Cn}· As usual, if T E S(n), we put T(<£) = 
(C7 -r(1) , ... , C7-l(nJ)· Let C; = (r 11(;-1)+1 , ... , r v(i))· Then a<t E S(m) is given by 
-1c .) a<t 1 = r1 • 
Let A be a commutative algebra and let x = (x1 , ... , xm), where X; EA. Then, 
if C = (i1 , ... , i8 ) is a subsequence of (1, ... , m), we put Xc = X; ... X; ( =1 if C 1 • 
is empty). In particular X(I. .... m) = x1 ... Xm. For(£: Em:m.n we put E<£"' = E(a<t, x). 
Letf1 , ... ,jm E Homk(A, A) and lety E A+. Then, for<£ = (C1 , ... , Cn) Em:m,n, 
letf<L(Y) = E<£1fc (y) · ... · fc (y). Using the fact that y has even degree and A 
1 n 
is commutative we get / 7 (<£J(Y) = f<L(Y) for T E S(n). Thus we may define 
fx,(y), for !) E ~m.n, by the formula fx,(y) = f<L(y), where (£: E m:m.n is such 
that<!:= :D. 
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LEMMA 3. Let A E HOPFr and let x1 , ... , Xrn E PA*,y E PA*,y E A+. Then 
x1 · • • xmy<nl = L x:n(y). 
:Ve-~m.n 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
xl ... XmY(n) = I x:n(Y) . y<n-the number of Cis;<o 0), 
!lElBm,n 
where x = (x1 , ... , Xm), and since the X; : s are derivations this follows by 
induction on m. 
Now, dually, letA bean algebraoffinitetype and letfE A! andx1 , ... , Xm EA. 
Let, for G: E Wm.n, f(xr£) = Er£"'f(xc
1
) ..... f(xcJ Then, since im(f) C k, k 
is commutative and f has even degree, we get f(X7 (f£)) = f(xf£). It follows that 
we may define f(x:n) for !) = <r E !Bm,n by putting f(x:n) = f(xr£)· Inspired by 
Lemma 3 we prove 
LEMMA 4. Let L E LIE' and let f E WL! . Then there is a unique f[nJ E 
WL~·deg(f) which satisfies f[nJx1 • • • Xm = L:DElB f(x:n) for x1 , ... , Xm E L. m,n 
Proof. Obviously f[nJ is unique and f[nJ E WL~·deg<tl if it exists. Define f<n> E (TL)* by J<n>x1 ... Xm = L:DElBm,,.f(x:n), where X; EL, x1 ... Xm is formed in TL and the x:n : s are formed with respect to the product in WL. 
It will then be sufficient to show that the ideal, generated by elements of type 
[x,y]- <x,y) with x,y EL or x2 - K(x) with x EL_, is mapped into 0 by f<n>. Thus we have to show that 
(a) f<n>x1 .. • X;_1 [ X; , X;+l]xi+2 .. • Xm = f<n>x1 .. • X;_1<xi , X;+l)xi+2 .. • Xm . 
(b) f<n>x1 ... X;_1xlxi+2 ... Xm = f<n>x1 ··• X;_1K(X;) xi+2 ... Xm when X; EL_. 
We prove (a) ((b) is similar). Let y1 =X; for j #- i, i + 1 and let Y; = X;+l, 
Yi+l =X;. Thenj<n>x1 ... [x;, X;+l] ... Xm = L:DElB f(x:n)- ( -1)'"r"'i+1(Y:n). 
Let the !) : s be written :D = "tr, where G: = (C:·~ ... , Cn)· Let m;,,n C !Bm.n 
consist of those !) : s for which i and i + 1 belong to the same CJ and let 
m~,,n = !Bm.n- m;,,n. We may assume that i, i + I E cl when!) E m;,,n and 
that i E cl ' i + 1 E c2 when !) E m;;,,n . Let r:x'' r:x" be the sum extended over 
m;, n 'm;;, n' respectively. For !) = <rEm;, n we get Ef£"' = Ef£y and f(xc ) -
' ' 
' 1 (-l)"''"'"i+1(Yc) =f("' X;, X;+l "")- (-I)'"''"'i+1("· X;+lXi '") =f( .. ·<x;, 
X;+l) '")and hence r:x' = f<n>xl ... <xi' X;+l) ... Xm. For!) E m;;,,n let!)' = lr', 
where G:' = (C~, C~, C3 , ... , Cn) is defined by C~ = C2 with i + 1 replaced by i 
and C~ = C1 with i replaced by i + I. Then :D" = :D and thus m;;_.,n is the 
disjoint union of sets of type {:D, :D'}. Let <t = (C~, C~, C3 , ... , Cn)· Then f(Y:n·) = f(Yr£') = f(y&) = E€_Yf(yc') f(yc') ... f(Yc ). We have E€_Y = 2 1 n (-l)"'i'"'i+1E<r"',f(yc') = f(xc ),f(yc') = f(xc) and hencef(Y:n·) = (-l)''"""'i+1(x:n) 2 1 1 2 
so that rx" = 0. The proof of (a) is complete. 
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We want to show that .[nJ gives WL* the structure of a Hopf T-algebra if 
L E LIE'. First we show that it is aT-algebra. To do this it is obviously sufficient 
to find aT-algebra A for which there is an algebra monomorphism WL* -+u A, 
satisfying g(j[nJ) = g(j)<n>. 
LEMMA 5. Let L E LIEf be trivial. Rhen .[n] gives WL* the structure of a 
T-algebra. 
Proof. Give T(L*) the structure of a Hopf F-algebra by letting the elements 
of L* be primitive. Then IT(L*) = L* EB DT(L*) and hence PT(L*)* ~ L**. 
We get an isomorphism of graded vector spaces G: L-+ PT(L*)* defined by 
G(y)fL* = ,\(y), G(y)jDT(L*) = 0. As is easily verified PT(L*)* E LIE' is 
trivial and hence G is an isomorphism in LIE'. Thus, using Theorem 1, we get 
an isomorphism a: T(L*) -+-;., T(L*)** -+(/loWGl* WL* of Hopf algebras. Now 
assume that z E T(L*)+ and let x1 , .•. , Xm EL. Put f3G(x) = (f3G(x1), ••. , f3G(xm)). 
Then, by Lemma 3 and the fact that z is of even degree, we get 
L a(z) X:n = a(z)[nl(x1 ••· Xm)• 
!)el!lm,n 
Hence, a(z<n>) = a(z)[nJ, which completes the proof. 
Let WD" -+X E0WL be the algebra epimorphism in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let {xi};eN be a basis of L. Then X is given by Xz, = xt•* E Ef,*WL. Let 2l be 
the set of finite sequences r = (r1 , ... , rm) inN such that ri < ri+1 and ri < ri+I 
if deg(x ) is odd. Let x<r> = x ... x E WL# and xr = x ... x E WL. Then ri rl rm - rl rm {x<r>}re<ll is a basis of WL# and xx<r> = xrm•* E E.!.,*WL. It follows that {xr}re<ll 
generates WL as a graded vector space and we get an epimorphism of graded 
vector spaces F: WL# -+ WL given by F(x<r>) = xr. 
LEMMA 6. Let F be defined as above. Then F*: WL*-+ (WL#)* is a mono-
morphism of algebras satisfying F*( f[nl) = F*( f )[n] and hence .[n] gives WL * the 
structure of a F-algebra. 
Proof. Let r = (r1 , ... , rm) E 2l and let Yi = Xr .. For a subsequence C of 
' (1, ... , m) letyc be the product, formed as usual, in WL and .Yc the corresponding 
product in WL#. ThenFJc = Yc. Thus 
((F @F) o Ll) Yh ..... m> = (F@ F)((Yt @ 1 + 1 @ Yt) ... (Ym @ 1 + 1 @ Ym)) 
= (F @F) L erc,,c2) .Yc, @.Yc2 
<C,,C2)e<llm,n 
= (Ll oF) Y<t ..... ml 
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which shows that F is an epimorphism of coalgebras since x<r> = Y<1. ...• m) and 
xr = Y<I. .... m) • Consequently F* is a monomorphism of algebras. Furthermore, 
(F*(f))[n] Yh ..... m) = 
= (/[nJ oF) Y<1. .... m> = F*(j[nJ) Yh ..... m) 
which completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. (a) We have a functor LIEf---+ HOPFrt given by L---+ WL* and 
a functor HOPFrt---+ LIEf given by A---+ PA*. 
(b) These functors constitute an equivalence of the categories LIEf and 
HOPFt. 
(c) If L E LIE1 then HwL = flL. 
Proof. (a) It is obvious from the definition thatL---+ WL* is a functor from 
LIEf to the category of F-algebras and also to the category of Hopf algebras. 
To prove that it is a functor to HOPFrt we must show that the diagonal in WL* 
is a homomorphism of F-algebras. Consider the usual isomorphism of Hopf 
algebras 7T: W(L EBL)---+ WL@ WL given by 7T(X ffiy) = x@ 1 + 1 @ y for 
x, y E L. This induces an isomorphism of algebras 
WL*@ WL* + (WL@ WL)* ';; W(L EB L)*. 
Both WL*@ WL* and W(L EBL)* are F-algebras by the preceding results. 
We want to show that 7T* o ~ is an isomorphism ofF-algebras. The F-algebra 
structure on WL*@ WL* is determined by the requirement that q;: WL*---+ 
WL*@ WL*, i = 1, 2 are to be F-algebra homomorphisms, where q1(x) = 
x@ 1 and q2(x) = 1 @ x. Thus it is sufficient to show that 7T* o ~ o q;, i = 1, 2 
are homomorphisms of F-algebras. We have 7T* o ~ o q; = W(p;)*, where 
p;: LEBL---+L, i = 1,2 are defined by PI(xffiy) = x and P2(xffiy) =y. 
Since P; is a homomorphism in LIEt it follows that W(p;)* is a F-algebra 
homomorphism and hence so is 7T* o ~- Consider the diagram 
WL* -"'*---+ (WL@ WL)* +----f-- WL*@ WL* 
where g; is the multiplication map of WL. Now, LlwL* = ~-1 o g;* and 7T* o ~is 
an isomorphism of F-algebras. Thus it suffices to show that (g; o 7T)* is a F-
algebra homomorphism. Let x1 , ... ,X; EL EB 0 and xi+l , ... , Xm E 0 ffiL. 
Define p: L EBL ---+L by p(x ffiy) = x + y. We put x = (x1 , ... , xm) and 
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p(x) = (p(x1), •.• , p(xm)). Note that elements of type x1 ··· Xm, with x as above, 
generate W(L ffiL) as a graded vector space and that (t.p o 77)Xc = p(x)c if C 
is a subsequence of (1, ... , m). LetfE WL!. Then 
It follows that (('Po 77)*(/))[nJ = (t.p o 77)* f[n], i.e., (t.p o 77)* is a F-algebra 
homomorphism and hence so is LlwL• . This completes the proof that WL * E 
HOPFt. 
(c) As in the proof of Theorem I we have an inequality HwL :S;; tiL. 
Consider the isomorphism,\: WL ---+,_, WL**. Let x EL,g, hE IWL*, s E WL!, 
and let n ;:?: 2. Then 
(g · h)(x) = (g@ h)(x@ I + I @ x) = 0, 
s[nl(x) = _ L E<£"'sxc1 ··• sxc" = 0 since in each term at least one xc, = 1. 
<l:e'Bl,n 
Thus A.(L) C P(WL*)* so that tiL :S;; tip(wL•)• = tiiWL*iDWL* = HwL• = HwL 
by Theorem I. 
(b) According to Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 A ---+';.:''" ( WP A*)* is a 
natural isomorphism of Hopf F-algebras. By the reasoning in the proof of (c) 
the restriction of,\ to L gives a natural monomorphism L---+ P(WL*)* of ad-
justed Lie algebras. However, tiL = HwL = tip(wL•)• and this implies that 
HL = Hp(wL•)• so that the mapping is an isomorphism. 
CoROLLARY (Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt). Let L be an adjusted Lie algebra. 
Filter WL by the Lie filtration. Then the natural map XL: WL#---+ E0WL is an 
isomorphism of algebras. 
Proof. Obviously XL is an epimorphism of algebras. Assume first that L is 
connected of finite type. Then it is sufficient to show that Hwu :S;; HE"WL, 
i.e., that tiL :S;; HwL, but by Theorem 2 we even have equality. Now let L be 
arbitrary. There is an exact sequence 
0 ---+ L' ---+ L(X) ---+ L ---+ 0 
of adjusted Lie algebras, whereL(X) is the free adjusted Lie algebra on a graded 
vector space X. Assume that we have proved the theorem for L(X). Then it 
follows (cf. Milnor-Moore [3, p. 251]) that XL' is an isomorphism. Then, using 
the natural filtrations, we conclude that IWL' @ WL(X)---+ WL is strict (i.e., 
im(IWL'@ WL---+ WL) nF'/)WL = im(F'/)(IWL'@ WL)---+ TtL)) and hence 
that E0WL = E0WL(X)f/E0WL', which implies that XL is an isomorphism. 
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Thus it is sufficient to show that XL(X) is an isomorphism. Using a direct limit 
argument we may assume that X is of finite type. We have WL(X) = T(X), 
which is a bigraded algebra of finite type with 
T(X)v.a = EB X; 1 @ ···@X;,, il + ... + ip = p + q, 
and T(X)o.o = k. It follows, as before, that WL(X)* = T(X)* is a bigraded 
Hopf T-algebra (allowing divided powers in bidegrees (p, q) for which p + q 
is even and (p, q) # (0, 0)). Then, reasoning as before, but with Hilbert series 
in two variables, we conclude that XL(X) is an isomorphism. 
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